I must have been like a gin promenade at Cannes. Thoughts of evaded

Jupiter's Panorama

Second Century A.D.

Reconstruction of an ancient Roman world map

from the Discourse on Discoveries of the Earth
As the leaves, many of the ancient Greek experiences faded down...
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The Pompeii

McDonald's
The text on the page is not legible due to the quality of the image.
When Worlds Collide

It slowly dawned on me that the narrative world started in

*Melody’s*.

If you catch up from historical perspectives in the present.

The concept of time is relative and subjective. Our universe may be described as

*Einstein’s theory of relativity*. The concept of time becomes

*misperceived* in the context of space-time. Even in a

*4D* universe, the flow of time is not constant but relative. It

depends on the observer, their frame of reference, and the

speed of motion.

The concept of time is not absolute but relative to

*the observer*. Events that happen in one reference frame may

apparently occur simultaneously in another. This

*relativity* of time is a fundamental aspect of

*Einstein’s theory*.

The concept of time is a

*subjective* experience that

depends on our perception

and the context in which

we observe events.